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Abstract: To bridge the gap between lab-scale microcosm research and field application in the
compound-specific stable isotope analysis (CSIA) of atrazine, we studied the characteristics of carbon
and nitrogen isotope fractionation in the atrazine degradation processes within a constructed wetland.
In the wetland, we observed multiple element (C, N) isotope fractionation parameters, such as kinetic
isotope effects and dual isotope slopes. These parameters are very consistent with those observed in
the cultivation of AtzA- or TrzN-harboring strains, suggesting a similarity in the pathway and reaction
mechanism of atrazine biodegradation between the two settings. However, we recorded variable
carbon (εC : −3.2 ± 0.6‰ to −4.3 ± 0.6‰) and nitrogen isotope fractionation (εN : 1.0 ± 0.3‰
to 2.2 ± 0.3‰) across different phases. This variance could lead to an over- or underestimation
of the biodegradation extent of atrazine when employing the large or small enrichment factor
of the carbon isotope. Intriguingly, the estimation accuracy improved considerably when using
the enrichment factor (−4.6‰) derived from the batch cultivation of the pore water. This study
advances the application of CSIA in tracking atrazine biodegradation processes in ecosystems, and it
also underlines the importance of the careful selection and application of the enrichment factor in
quantifying the intrinsic biodegradation of atrazine in ecosystems.

Keywords: atrazine; carbon isotope; nitrogen isotope; compound-specific stable isotope analysis;
constructed wetland; biodegradation; degradation pathway

1. Introduction

The emergence of organic micropollutants, particularly pesticides, in aquatic envi-
ronments is a significant concern due to the potential risks they pose to ecosystems and
human health [1,2]. Among the extensively discussed pesticides, the herbicide atrazine
has garnered considerable attention [3,4]. Atrazine has been found to persist in the envi-
ronment [5,6] and has shown diverse toxic effects on soil microorganisms, plant growth,
aquatic organisms, and human health [3,7]. Assessing the degradation processes of pes-
ticides in the environment, however, can be challenging due to complex factors such as
dilution, sorption, desorption, and biotic and abiotic biodegradation [8]. Traditional meth-
ods relying on concentration monitoring often struggle to differentiate the reduction of
concentration between destructive and nondestructive processes, making it difficult to
assess the in-situ pesticide degradation.

Compound-specific stable isotope analysis (CSIA) has emerged as a monitoring ap-
proach that offers distinct advantages over traditional tools by enabling the differentiation
of competing environmental sinks [9]. CSIA takes advantage of the kinetic isotope effect
(KIE), which results in faster bond breakage for lighter isotopes (e.g., 12C) compared to
heavier isotopes (13C) during degradation. As a result, the remaining fraction of contami-
nants becomes relatively enriched in the heavier isotope as the degradation progresses [10].
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The average compound-specific isotope value (e.g., δ13C) of the remaining contaminant can
be used to quantitatively assess the in situ degradation extent according to the Rayleigh
distillation equation [11] when the isotope fractionation factors of the relevant reaction
processes are available [12]. CSIA also allows for the differentiation between transforma-
tion pathways (e.g., the hydrolysis vs. oxidative transformation of atrazine) [13,14] and
provides insights into the underlying biochemical reaction mechanisms [15,16]. Although
most CSIA studies of micropollutants have been conducted on the lab-scale cultivation of
monocultures [17,18], determining isotope effects for atrazine degradation using mixed
cultures and applying CSIA to pesticides in ecosystems remains limited [19,20].

Accurately measuring isotope fractionation parameters, such as the isotope enrichment
factor (ε) and kinetic isotope effects (KIEs), in field conditions remains a challenge. The
common approach for applying CSIA involves obtaining these parameters through batch
experiments in laboratory settings. Subsequently, these parameters are used to evaluate
the degradation extent of contaminants by combining the isotope signatures (e.g., δ13C)
obtained from field monitoring. However, significant variability in isotope enrichment
factors has been reported in the biotransformation processes of organic contaminants,
even in controlled laboratory settings. For instance, trichloroethylene exhibits εC values
ranging from −2.5‰ to −19.6‰ depending on the microbial species involved [21–23].
Likewise, the degradation process of dichloromethane exhibits significant variability [24],
as do the carbon isotope enrichment factors for the herbicide atrazine. Systematic CSIA
studies have been conducted on the lab-scale cultivation of different atrazine-degrading
microorganisms, such as atzA- and trzN-harboring bacterial strains [13,14,25,26]. The
carbon isotope enrichment factors vary from −0.5‰ to −5.5‰, even within the same
hydrolysis pathway of atrazine [20]. The isotope fractionation was found to be sensitive
to the bacterial species involved [27] as well as to the mass transfer and bioavailability
limitation of atrazine [26,28–30]. This raises the challenge of selecting a representative
isotope enrichment factor of atrazine for CSIA application in the field.

To bridge the gap between the lab-scale microcosm research and the field applications
of CSIA, the current study investigates isotope fractionation characteristics in atrazine
degradation processes within a two-stage vertical flow constructed wetland as a model
system. This research aims to advance our understanding of the isotope effects in atrazine
biodegradation processes in ecosystems and promote the application of CSIA in assessing
pesticide degradation in real-world environmental scenarios.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Configuration of the Bench-Scale Two-Stage Vertical Flow Wetland System

The hybrid wetland system setup is detailly described in our previous study [31]. In
brief, the wetland comprises two polyvinyl chloride tanks, A (L-W-H, 0.6 m-0.6 m-1.0 m)
and B (0.6 m × 0.6 m × 1.0 m) (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The tanks were filled
with gravel, sand, and a surface layer of soil to facilitate microbial immobilization and
growth. Additionally, Phragmites australis were planted in the tanks.

Four sampling ports were installed for pore water collection: in Tank A, ports were
placed at heights of 15 cm (S1) and 50 cm (S2) from the bottom, while in Tank B, ports
were located at 5 cm (S4) and 40 cm (S3) from the bottom. Atrazine-containing synthetic
wastewater was stored in a 70L tank and pumped into the system. The hybrid wetland
received wastewater in a vertical flow mode, allowing it to flow from the bottom to the top
of Tank A and subsequently cascade from the top to the bottom of Tank B.

The onset of wastewater supply to the wetland was defined as day 0. On days 51
and 57, a mixed culture of atrazine-degrading microbes was introduced into the hybrid
wetland. The experiment lasted 240 days and was divided into six phases based on varying
operational conditions, including the inflow of atrazine concentration, wastewater retention
time, and addition of atrazine-degrading mixed cultures (Table 1). The chemical reagents
and the synthetic wastewater composition are provided in the Supporting Information
file (SI).
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Table 1. The operation conditions of the hybrid wetland system at different phases. * Indicates the
start of microbial inoculation. The inflow concentration of atrazine was summed according to the
monitoring results of each sampling event.

Phases Dates Duration
(d)

HRT
(d)

Inflow
(L/d)

Inflow Atrazine
Range (mg/L)

Inflow Atrazine
Average (mg/L)

I 1st March to 20th April 51 6 64 4.1 to 9.3 6.3 ± 1.4
II * 21st April to 7th June 46 6 64 4.9 to 15.6 9.9 ± 3.9
III 8th June to 19th July 42 6 64 15.6 to 19.3 17.4 ± 1.2
IV 20th July to 20th August 32 6 64 28.4 to 31.9 30.4 ± 1.1
V 21st August to 29th September 40 4 96 29.1 to 32.0 30.6 ± 0.8
VI 30th September to 21st October 29 2 192 28.8 to 32.8 30.5 ± 1.2

2.2. Bioaugmentation of the Wetland System Using Atrazine-Degrading Mixed Cultures

The mixed cultures of atrazine-degrading bacterial strains were introduced into the
wetland system to enhance the degradation capacity of atrazine in the hybrid wetland
system. These monocultures included Rhizobium sp. CX-Z, Rhizobium sp. (strains CS-1,
CS-2, CS-15, CS-X, and CS-Y), Stenotrophomonas sp., Enterobacter cloacae, Hyphomicrobium sp.,
and Cohnella phaseoli. These bacterial strains were isolated from the atrazine-contaminated
soils of a pesticide plant in Changxing county, China. The mixed cultures were further
detailed in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information (SI). The Rhizobium sp. CX-Z was
particularly significant, as it harbored the key degradation genes (atzA) involved in the
mineralization of atrazine. The gene sequences of these atrazine-degrading bacterial mono-
cultures were deposited in the NCBI database with the accession numbers of MH819518
and MK092988-MK092996.To prepare the bacterial inoculum, the atrazine-degrading mono-
cultures and mixed culture were cultured in mineral salt medium (MSM), then harvested
and resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2–7.4). The compositions of
MSM and PBS were described in the Supporting Information (SI).

2.3. Cultivation of the Pore Water Taken from the Wetland System

To calculate the isotope fractionation factors of atrazine degradation in the mixed
cultures of atrazine-degrading microbes within the wetland, pore water was collected
from sampling port S1 on day 110. An amount of 2.0 L of the pore water was used and
it was filtered using a 0.8 µm filter to eliminate suspended particles. The filtered water
was then incubated at 30 ◦C with 300 rpm of shaking to stimulate bacterial growth. The
bacterial growth was approximated by monitoring the optical density (OD600) in the
cultivation process. The concentration of atrazine and the metabolites were examined using
the high-performance liquid chromatography with diode-array detection (HPLC-DAD)
system. Furthermore, changes in the carbon and nitrogen isotope signatures (δ-values)
were tracked throughout the cultivation process. This measurement was done using the gas
chromatograph-coupled combustion isotope ratio mass spectrometry (GC-C-IRMS) system.

2.4. Quantification of Atrazine and the Transformation Metabolites in Pore Water of the Wetland

Aquatic samples were collected from the inflow, outflow, and four sampling ports of
the hybrid wetland system to quantitatively analyze atrazine and its main metabolites. The
analytical procedure was performed using the HPLC-DAD system (LC-20 series system,
Shimadzu), with conditions adapted from previous studies [29,32]. A C18-AR column
(5 µm, 250 × 4.6 mm) was used for the separation of atrazine and its degradation products.
The initial elution gradient consisted of a 30% acetonitrile and 70% KH2PO4 buffer (1 mM)
with a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min. The acetonitrile percentage increased linearly to 55% within
8 min. The acetonitrile gradient then increased to 90% over the next 17 min (held for 3 min).
The initial conditions were restored within 4 min, and the column was left to equilibrate
for another 3 min. To quantify atrazine and its metabolites, an external standard working
curve was employed. Atrazine and the metabolite 2-hydroxyatrazine were measured at
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a wavelength of 220 nm, and while cyanuric acid, another metabolite, was measured at
213 nm.

2.5. Compound-Specific Carbon and Nitrogen Isotope Signature (δ13C, δ15N) Analysis of Atrazine

The preconcentration of the collected pore water was performed after filtering by the
0.22 µm filter. The filtered aquatic samples were then subjected to a solid-phase extraction
(SPE) (CNW LC-C18 SPE tubes 500 mg) to achieve a final concentration of approximately
200 mg/L in ethyl acetate. The procedures for the SPE are detailed in the supplemental
information (SI). Table S1 in the SI confirms that significant isotope effects did not occur
during the SPE procedures. The analytical conditions of the carbon and nitrogen isotopes
of atrazine were adapted from previous study [33], and were performed using the GC-
C-IRMS system (Ultra gas chromatograph-coupled Finnigan MAT 253 isotope ratio mass
spectrometer with Combustion III interface). The injection was conducted at 250 ◦C with a
flow rate of 1.0 mL/min helium (Grade 5.0). The oven temperature program was initially
at 40 ◦C (held for 1 min), followed by a rate of 50 ◦C/min, then led to 100 ◦C (held for
5 min), and subsequently increased to 250 ◦C (held for 5 min) at a ramp of 5 ◦C/min. Both
the carbon and nitrogen isotope signatures were shown as δ-value in ‰ relative to the
international reference standard Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) for carbon and the Air-
N2 for nitrogen according to Equation (1) [34], where Rs and Rref represent isotope ratios of
the samples (for carbon and nitrogen element (E)) and the international reference standards.

δE(‰) =
Rs − Rre f

Rre f
× 1000 (1)

2.6. Calculation of Stable Isotope Fractionation

The carbon and nitrogen isotope enrichment factors (εC, εN) in atrazine degrada-
tion processes were calculated through linear fitting of the Rayleigh distillation equation
(Equation (2)) [11]. The Rayleigh model directly relates the initial concentration of contami-
nants and the isotope signatures (δ-value) (e.g., c0, δ13

0 C) at the beginning of the reaction to
the values observed at reaction time t (ct, δ13

t C):

ln
(

δt + 1000
δ0 + 1000

)
= ε × ln

(
ct

c0

)
(2)

Subsequently, the isotope enrichment factor in bulk can be converted to the apparent
kinetic isotope effect (AKIE) according to the empirical formula (Equation (3)) [35]:

AKIE =
1

1 + z· n
x ·ε

(3)

where n, x, and z are the number of atoms of each concern element, the atoms involved in
the active site, and competitive atoms in the reactive site, respectively. The simultaneous
application of the Rayleigh model to the carbon and nitrogen isotope can be shown as:

ln

(
δ13

t C + 1000
δ13

0 C + 1000

)
= εC·ln

(
ct

c0

)
(4)

ln

(
δ15

t N + 1000
δ15

0 N + 1000

)
= εN ·ln

(
ct

c0

)
(5)
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We can obtain the slope of the dual isotope plot (λN/C) since the remaining fractiona-
tion (f = ct/c0) of the contaminants for the carbon and nitrogen isotopes are the same:

λN/C =
εN
εC

=

ln
(

δ15
t N+1000

δ15
0 N+1000

)
ln
(

δ13
t C+1000

δ13
0 C+1000

) (6)

2.7. Quantitative Assessment of Biodegradation of Atrazine Based on CSIA

To assess the biodegradation extent of atrazine (BE) in the wetland system, the Rayleigh
model does the calculation independently on the concentration evidence. The BE value
was calculated using the originated carbon isotope signatures (δ13

0 C) as monitored at
sampling time t (δ13

t C), as well as the enrichment factors (εC) determined in the concern
reaction pathway:

BE(%) =

[
1 −

(
δt + 1000
δ0 + 1000

) 1
εC

]
·100 (7)

The BE values can subsequently be used to predict the atrazine concentrations at
each sampling event (ct), taken with the inflow atrazine concentration of the synthetic
wastewater as the initial value (c0):

ct = c0·
[

1 − BE(%)

100

]
(8)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Atrazine Degradation and Carbon Isotope Signature Changes in the Wetland

The performance of the hybrid-constructed wetland systems in removing atrazine was
examined by monitoring the concentrations of atrazine and its isotope signatures. Through-
out the whole experiment period, the atrazine concentration in the inflow wastewater
ranged from 4.1 to 32.8 mg/L. In phase I, an average of 6.3 ± 1.4 mg/L of atrazine entered
the system, while the average outflow concentration was approximately 4.8 ± 1.0 mg/L
during the initial 50-day experimental period (Figure 1). The data indicated a modest
decrease in the atrazine concentration after the wastewater passed through the system,
consistent with the low atrazine removal efficiency (RE) of 14.5% to 37.6% (excluding the
initial week) in phase I. This low RE aligned with the results reported by Runes et al. [36],
who observed an atrazine removal efficiency of 13% to 24% in constructed wetlands and
wetland sediment, averaging around 20%. During the first week of the experiment, the
atrazine concentration exhibited a substantial decrease, corresponding to a significantly
higher removal efficiency of atrazine (>90%) (Figure 1). However, one week later, the
RE values rapidly dropped to the 14% to 37% range. This swift decline can be primarily
attributed to the adsorption effects of the wetland’s sediment compartment, as adsorption
processes merely reduce atrazine concentration after achieving equilibrium. The findings
suggest a limited destructive attenuation of atrazine in the first stage, with non-destructive
processes playing a more significant role in its removal. This was further evidenced by
the outflow concentrations of the metabolites of hydroxyatrazine and cyanuric acid. Both
of these metabolites had outflow concentrations around 0.3 ± 0.2 mg/L in the first stage,
subtly hinting at a slight atrazine biodegradation. Additionally, the δ13C values associated
with the remaining atrazine in outflow fluctuated between −30.0‰ and −28.0‰ with a
mean value of −28.8 ± 0.7‰ in first phase (Figure 1). No considerable isotope fractionation
occurred during the 50-day period of experiment, based on the advised 2‰ analytical
uncertainty of the stable isotope analysis intended for this in situ study [37,38]. This minor
alteration in isotopic signatures aligns well with the minimal removal efficiency of atrazine,
confirming atrazine was primarily eliminated by abiotic procedures, such as adsorption to
the environmental matrix within the wetland. This is because isotope fractionation com-
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monly occurs during the degradation processes and, by contrast, exhibits limited isotope
fractionation during physical processes [15].
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Surprisingly, a significant decrease in the atrazine concentration occurred after intro-
ducing atrazine-degrading bacterial strains into the wetland system. The mean outflow
of atrazine concentration was quite low, ranging between 1.5 ± 0.4 and 4.2 ± 0.6 mg/L
(Table 2), despite the average inflow concentration of atrazine increasing from 9.9 ± 3.9
to 30.4 ± 1.1 mg/L. The corresponding removal efficiency (RE) of atrazine significantly
increased to a range between 60.9 ± 8.7% and 90.6 ± 4.1%. This efficiency is comparable
to that reported in studies of bioaugmented wetlands using two monocultures [39], with
an atrazine removal of 70% to 90%. The removal efficiency exceeded prior studies on
triazine herbicide removal within various constructed wetlands [40]. The high degree of
atrazine degradation can be attributed to the use of mixed cultures, further emphasized
by the accumulation of metabolites. For instance, the cyanuric acid and hydroxyatrazine
in the outflow rose from less than 0.3 ± 0.2 mg/L to 0.9 ± 0.5 mg/L and 1.8 ± 0.9 mg/L,
respectively, in the second phase. During operation phase IV, the average concentration of
cyanuric acid gradually increased to 6.8 ± 0.5 mg/L, and subsequently, 6.3 ± 0.8 mg/L.
This significant increase is associated with the atrazine degradation process. The rapid
accumulation of metabolic by-products indicates an active microbial degradation process
is occurring within the wetland [40].

During the biodegradation process of atrazine, notable changes in the isotope signature
were detected following the induction of mixed cultures. In the second phase, the δ13C
values ranged from −27.6 to −20.0‰ with a mean value of −24.8 ± 2.6‰ (Figure 1b),
with carbon isotope enrichment at approximately 5‰. Subsequently, the mean isotope
signature escalated to −20.1 ± 1.1‰ within a range from −21.6‰ to −18.8‰ in the third
phase, demonstrating a marked shift of around 10.0‰, and correspondingly, the RE values
peaked in this phase. Progressively, a modest decline in the δ-value was noted, correlating
with the reduction in RE throughout phases IV to VI. In phase IV, the δ-values fell within
a range of between −22.7‰ and −19.5 ‰ (mean −21.5 ± 1.1‰), followed by a range
between −25.0‰ and −22.0‰ in phase V (mean −23.8 ± 0.9‰), and finally in phase VI,
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a range between −26.3‰ and −24.8‰ was observed (mean −25.7 ± 0.7‰). The carbon
isotope enrichments were about 8.5‰, 6.0‰, and 4.2‰, respectively, relative to the inflow
isotope signatures. The patterns of isotope signature variations coincide well with the
changing trends in RE values, thus indicating their potential accuracy for quantifying the
biodegradation of atrazine accurately within the wetland.

Table 2. The atrazine concentration changes of outflow (Atz-outflow) and stable carbon isotope
signatures changes (δ13C) in different operational phases and the corresponding concentration-based
removal efficiency (RE) and CSIA-based biodegradation extent of atrazine (BE).

Phase
Atz-Outflow

Aver.
(mg/L)

Atz-Outflow
Range
(mg/L)

RE
Aver.
(%)

RE
Range

(%)
δ13C-Aver.

(‰)
δ13C-Range

(‰)
BE-CSIA
Aver. (%)

(ε = −4.6‰)

BE-CSIA
Range

(%)

I 4.8 ± 1.1 2.9–7.0 26.9 ± 6.9 14.5–37.6 −28.8 ± 0.7 −30.0–−28.0 32.1 ± 10.5 11.6–43.8
II 3.5 ± 0.9 2.0–4.6 60.9 ± 8.7 45.2–75.5 −24.8 ± 2.6 −27.6–−20.0 68.7 ± 15.1 44.5–90.6
III 1.5 ± 0.4 0.9–2.6 90.6 ± 4.1 76.9–95.4 −20.1 ± 1.1 −21.6–−18.8 90.1 ± 2.6 86.5–92.8
IV 4.2 ± 0.6 2.8–4.9 86.7 ± 2.0 84.4–90.8 −21.5 ± 1.1 −22.7–−19.5 86.5 ± 2.9 82.8–91.5
V 8.8 ± 1.9 4.9–11.3 72.0 ± 6.6 63.5–84.2 −23.8 ± 0.9 −25.0–−22.0 77.5 ± 4.7 71.4–85.3
VI 13.0 ± 0.9 12.0–14.3 58.4 ± 5.5 50.4–70.6 −25.7 ± 0.7 −26.3–−24.8 66.2 ± 5.0 61.7–72.2

3.2. Characteristics of Carbon and Nitrogen Isotope Fractionation in Different Operational Phases

To qualitatively assess the isotope fractionation in the biotransformation processes of
atrazine within the wetland system, carbon and nitrogen isotope signatures were measured
in phases II, III, and IV. This measurement was conducted by tracking the changes in
isotope signatures within the inflow, outflow, and four sampling ports of the wetland.
As depicted in Figure 2, the degradation process of atrazine led to an enrichment of the
heavy isotope 13C relative to the lighter 12C atom in the remaining atrazine at the outflow,
showing a normal carbon isotope effect. Specifically, the δ13C value increased from −31.2‰
to −24.9‰ alongside the decrease of atrazine concentration from 12.6 mg/L to 3.0 mg/L
during the sampling carried out in phase II (Figure 2a). Similar trends were noted in
phases III and IV, the δ13C values rose from −30.4‰ to −21.3‰ in phase III and from
−29.9‰ to −23.8‰ in phase IV, respectively, commensurate with the decrease in atrazine
concentration along the flow path (Figure 2b,c). Interestingly, however, the heavy nitrogen
isotope 15N showed depletion in the remaining atrazine in the outflow samples, suggesting
an inverse nitrogen isotope effect in the atrazine degradation process. The δ15N values
decreased from −2.0‰ to −4.4‰ in phase II and from −1.9‰ to −7.0‰ in phase III,
and subsequently decreased from −2.0‰ to −4.1‰ in phase IV, respectively, along the
flow path (Figure 2a–c). The corresponding carbon enrichment factor (εC) varied from
−3.2 ± 0.6‰ to −4.3 ± 0.6‰, whereas the nitrogen enrichment factors fluctuated between
1.0 ± 0.3‰ and 2.2 ± 0.3‰ throughout the three phases (Figure 2d–f).

The observed variability in isotope fractionation within the wetland ecosystem dis-
played divergences across different operation phases, suggesting differences in the bio-
chemical processes. An interesting contrast was observed in the degree of the nitrogen
isotope fractionation, which did not align with the fractionation of the carbon isotopes.
The significant enrichment factor of the carbon isotopes predominantly emerged in phase
II, while the nitrogen isotopes presented maximum enrichment during phase III. Clearly,
isotope fractionation based on this in situ data, when subject to Rayleigh linear fitting,
may potentially display bias. This can be attributed to the physical processes that result in
concentration changes of atrazine within the wetland ecosystem without fundamentally
altering the isotope composition. Moreover, the constraints on atrazine bioavailability
due to the mass transfer limitations at the pore scale may reduce the observed isotope
fractionation, in accordance with findings from previous studies [41]. For a more compre-
hensive investigation of the variation in isotope fractionation, pore water was extracted
from the wetland on day 110 and subjected to laboratory cultivation. As shown in Figure 3,
the atrazine experienced a rapid degradation during the cultivation processes, alongside
considerable shifts in both carbon and nitrogen isotope fractionation. A consistent pattern
of normal carbon and inverse nitrogen isotope fractionation was identified throughout the
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cultivation processes. The enrichment factor was calculated as εC = −4.6 ± 0.5‰ for carbon
and εN = 1.7 ± 0.1‰ for nitrogen in the degradation processes of atrazine, with a magni-
tude similar to the findings from phase II (Figure 2d). This suggests that the reduced carbon
isotope fractionation observed in phases III and IV may be attributed to the mass transfer
limitations of atrazine at the pore or cellular membrane scale. Nevertheless, the observed
isotope fractionation of carbon within the wetland remained within the range of between
−0.5‰ and −5.5‰ [20] that has been observed in laboratory cultivations. Likewise, the
nitrogen isotope fractionation fell within the range of between 0.6‰ and 3.3‰ [26]. Such
variations in single elemental isotope fractionation (εC, or εN) may introduce uncertainties
in accurately quantifying the microbial degradation processes within the wetland.
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Additionally, the stable carbon and nitrogen isotope fractionation patterns were consis-
tent with that shown in the cultivation processes of atrazine by monocultures in laboratory
settings [13,25,26], wherein normal carbon and inverse nitrogen isotope effects occurred
during the biotic hydrolysis of the s-triazine Cl atom [42]. Normal carbon isotope effects
typically indicate that the transition state is less constrained compared to the reactant.
This phenomenon was observed in the alkaline hydrolysis of atrazine, where both normal
carbon and nitrogen isotope effects supported the presence of a tightly bound nucleophilic
aromatic substitution transition state. In this case, the attacking nucleophile and the leaving
group are simultaneously bonded to the aromatic ring [43]. However, in contrast to these
observations, an inverse nitrogen isotope effect suggests a more rigid and restricted bond-
ing environment in the transition state compared to the reactant [44,45]. This indicates that
the reaction follows a stepwise mechanism in the hydrolysis pathway, with bond formation
and bond breaking occurring sequentially. The tighter transition state can be attributed
to the additional bonding to the aromatic N atom. For instance, the protonation of the
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aromatic N atom in the transition state can lead to a tighter transition state: the lone pair
of electrons on the heterocyclic ring N atom can act as a hydrogen bond acceptor and be
protonated by hydrogen bond donors, such as the hydrogen ion in an acidic solution, or
the hydrogen on the amino acid residue of the reactive site in an enzyme [42,46]. Therefore,
the normal carbon and nitrogen isotope fractionation patterns suggest that the microbial
degradation of atrazine in wetlands follows the pathway reported in the cultivation of
monocultures in laboratory settings. In this pathway, the protonation of the N atoms
embedded in the π−π system activates the heterocyclic ring, facilitating the nucleophilic
substitution of the Cl atom [42].
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Figure 3. Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope fractionation in cultivation of pore water. (a) Con-
centration changes of atrazine the metabolites. (b) Carbon and nitrogen isotope signatures change
along with atrazine decay. (c) Linear fitting of carbon and nitrogen isotope fractionation accord-
ing to Rayleigh equation. (d) Linear fitting of C-N dual-isotope plot. Error bars represent the
standard deviation of triple measurements for one sampling event, filling areas shown at the 95%
confidence interval.

3.3. Reaction Pathway and Activation Mechanism of Atrazine Insight from Dual-Isotope Plots and
Kinetic Isotope Effects

A comprehensive two-dimensional isotope fractionation examination was facilitated
to astutely determine the microbial degradation process of atrazine. This investigation
focused on both the carbon and the nitrogen isotope, achieved through the simultaneous
measurement of carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) during different operational phases, as
graphically depicted in Figure 2. The effects of the non-fractionating processes and the
masking effects can be minimized in the dual-isotope plot, under the assumption that both
carbon and nitrogen will be affected similarly, thus, maintaining a constant ratio between
carbon and nitrogen isotope fractionation [9]. A dual-isotope plot was constructed to show
the relationship between the δ13C and δ15N values of atrazine at varying concentrations.
Through intensive analysis and the application of linear regression to the plot, the slope of
the regression line (λ) proffers notable insights into the preliminary activation mechanism
implicated in atrazine degradation. This method has been validated conclusively through
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previous lab microcosm experiments and applications in real-world settings, such as with
aromatic hydrocarbons, chloroalkane, and gasoline additives [47–50].

Regarding studies focusing on the herbicide atrazine, δ13C and δ15N measurements
were performed on various pure cultures known to possess atrazine degradation capabili-
ties [51]. These measurements uncovered distinct λ values, which were contingent upon the
specific bacterial strains involved and the degradation pathways followed. For instance, in
oxidative dealkylation processes facilitated by the bacterial strain Rhodococcus sp. NI86/21
or the cytochrome P450, a small positive λ value (0.36 ± 0.06) was observed during the
reaction processes [14]. Remarkably, this λ value is akin to those (ranging from 0.06 to 0.88)
reported for abiotic oxidative dealkylation processes using permanganate [52]. Conversely,
negative dual-isotope slopes were commonly observed in biotic hydrolysis processes me-
diated by bacterial strains containing enzyme AtzA or TrzN, as well as in acidic-assisted
abiotic hydrolysis processes, shown to have a wide range from −0.32 to −1.17 [51]. In this
study, based on the dual-isotope signatures detected in three sampling campaigns (phase
II, III, and IV), the slopes (λ) for the different phases were −0.37 ± 0.07, −0.48 ± 0.05, and
−0.34 ± 0.02, respectively (Figure 2g–i). These values fall within the reported range (−0.32
to −1.17) for the biotic hydrolysis of atrazine, and suggests the initial reaction pathway for
atrazine in the wetland is similar to the biotic hydrolysis of the Cl-C bond as reported in
monocultures of bacterial strains containing enzyme AtzA and TrzN [13]. Additionally,
the observed dual-isotope slopes fall within a narrow range between −0.34 and −0.48 and
align with those observed in Rhizobium sp. CX-Z and Pseudomonas sp. ADP, indicating that
these bacterial strains may play a key role in atrazine degradation in this wetland. This
finding is further supported by the increased abundance of Rhizobium sp. and Pseudomonas
sp. following the addition of mixed cultures (Figures S3 and S4).

To gain insight into the activation mechanism of atrazine, apparent kinetic isotope
effects (AKIEs) were calculated based on the empirical formula outlined in Equation (3).
Table 3 shows the derived AKIEC for various phases ranging from 1.026 to 1.038, with
an average value of approximately 1.032. This closely aligned with an established kinetic
isotope effect (KIE) value of around 1.028, typically observed during a dehalogenation
process involving an aromatic carbon [53]. These findings are consistent with the reported
KIE values ranging from 1.03 to 1.07, usually observed during a bimolecular nucleophilic
substitution (SN2 type) reaction involving a C-Cl bond [35]. A normal carbon KIEC effec-
tively indicates a weaker Cl-C bond within the transition states, representing the energy
difference between the initial reactants and the transition states, coherently corresponding
to the fundamental definition of the KIE [54]. Despite minor variations between the ap-
parent kinetic isotope effects across different phases, the AKIEC values support the theory
that the initial transformation of atrazine involves an SN2-type aromatic C-Cl bond break.
Further supportive evidence for the reaction mechanics is provided by the kinetic isotope
effects associated with nitrogen. A secondary inverse nitrogen isotope effect was observed
during different operational phases, with values ranging from 0.989 to 0.995 (average 0.992).
Such an inverse isotope effect implies that the bonding environment of the nitrogen atom
faces more constraints during transition states compared to the pre-reaction phase during
enzymatic reactions [55]. The AKIEN values observed in this study fall within the range of
0.984 to 0.997, as previously observed in the atrazine biodegradation by pure cultures [27].
Presumably, the inverse AKIEN likely results from the protonation of one aromatic N atom
of atrazine [42]. Therefore, these observed AKIEs of carbon and nitrogen suggest the initial
activation mechanism in the biodegradation process for atrazine involves the protonation
of an aromatic N atom in the molecule, then facilitates the SN2 type C-Cl bond cleavage
of atrazine.
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Table 3. Enrichment factors (ε) and apparent kinetic isotope effects (AKIEs) of carbon and nitrogen
isotopes, as well as the slopes of C-N dual-isotope plot monitored in different operational phases and
batch incubation of pore water from the constructed wetland. Batch represents the data observed in
the cultivation of pore water taken from the wetland.

Phases ε (C)-‰ ε (N)-‰ AKIE-C AKIE-N λ = δ15N vs. δ13C

II −4.3 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.2 1.036 ± 0.005 0.991 ± 0.001 −0.37 ± 0.07
III −3.7 ± 0.6 2.2 ± 0.3 1.031 ± 0.005 0.989 ± 0.001 −0.48 ± 0.05
IV −3.2 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 0.3 1.026 ± 0.005 0.995 ± 0.001 −0.34 ± 0.02

Batch −4.6 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.1 1.038 ± 0.004 0.992 ± 0.000 −0.34 ± 0.05

3.4. Quantification of Atrazine Biodegradation in the Wetland using Carbon Isotope Signatures

The extent of the inherent biodegradation of atrazine [BE] within the hybrid wetland
was meticulously evaluated using stable carbon isotope signatures obtained from each
sampling event. This assessment followed the foundation laid out by the Rayleigh model
(Equation (7)). Integrating various carbon enrichment factors from recognized transforma-
tion pathways coupled with current study data allowed us to make an informed evaluation
of the biodegradation extent. (Figure 4). We estimated the biotic hydrolysis of atrazine
using a range of values, with −0.5‰ being the lower limit and −5.5‰ being the upper limit.
Additionally, the intermediate values of −3.7‰ (from Phase III) and −4.6‰ (from batch
cultivation) were factored into the analysis. The predicted BE values based on these calcula-
tions then served as a significant indicator to forecast the outflow atrazine concentration,
with the inflow atrazine concentration as the initial reference point (Equation (8)).
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As shown in Figure 4b, the biodegradation extent (BE) at each sampling event was
calculated using the selected carbon enrichment factor and the difference in δ13C values
between inflow and outflow samples. Utilizing smaller enrichment factors such as −0.5‰
and 2.0‰ resulted in BE values significantly exceeding the RE value for the entire ex-
perimental period. This implies a likely overestimation of the atrazine biodegradation
within the wetland when using small enrichment factors. Meanwhile, applying the median
enrichment factor of −3.7‰ produced a notable gap between the predicted BE and the
concentration-based RE for the whole experiment. This suggests that even medium enrich-
ment factors could overstate the inherent biodegradation potential of atrazine within the
wetland. Interestingly, using the enrichment factor of −4.6‰ obtained from the batch culti-
vation of the pore water showed considerable improvements in the estimation. The yields
of BE values corresponded well with the RE values from phases III and IV but differed
from those observed in phases I, II, V, and VI. The most compelling agreement between
the CSIA-based BE and the concentration-based RE was shown in phases III and IV, with
BE scatter almost mirroring the RE line. Contrarily, in phases II, V, and VI, the BE scatter
exceeded the RE line, while the differential between the average values of BE and RE was
less than 10% for the majority of samples (Table 2). This suggests that assessing the inherent
biodegradation extent of atrazine with a high accuracy is achievable when degradation
exceeds 80%, using the enrichment factor derived from batch cultivation. Nevertheless,
this method would overestimate the degradation extent of atrazine when degradation
fell below 80%. Considering the largest enrichment factor, −5.5‰, the BE values aligned
well with the RE calculated from phases I and VI, while they were considerably smaller
than the RE values in phases II to V. This indicates an underestimation of the inherent
degradation of atrazine when a high percentage of atrazine is removed from the wetland.
This further suggests the inapplicability of the largest enrichment factors for assessing
atrazine degradation in wetland systems.

The concentrations of the outflow atrazine were then calculated from carbon isotope
signatures as depicted in Figure 4a. With the use of lower and medium enrichment factors
(−0.5‰, −3.7‰), the scatter points significantly differed from the measured atrazine
concentration, with the majority of scatter points falling outside the 90–110% range of the
measured concentration, barring the points in phase I and III. In contrast, using the larger
enrichment factor (−5.5‰) led to the majority of scatter points falling within the 90–110%
range of the observed atrazine, specifically for phases I, II, V, and VI. Yet, in phases III
and IV, where the removal efficiency plateaued, most of the scatter points fell outside the
90–110% range of the measured atrazine. This suggests that using the highest enrichment
factor underestimates the atrazine degradation when substantial atrazine removal is taking
place, but is accurate in estimating when there is lower-level atrazine degradation within
the wetland. Regarding the enrichment factor (−4.6‰) obtained from batch cultivation,
the scatter points predominantly fell within a 90–110% range around the outflow atrazine,
with phase III being an exception. It is crucial to note that the maximal enrichment factor
is commonly utilized when quantifying the extent of biodegradation [56]. Nonetheless,
solely depending on this method to evaluate the degradation of specific compounds, such
as atrazine, in constructed wetlands could result in an underestimation. These findings
illustrate that the enrichment factor determined from the batch cultivation of pore water
offers a more representative model when estimating the in situ degradation of atrazine in
an ecosystem.

4. Conclusions

This study investigated the characteristics of the carbon and nitrogen isotope frac-
tionation of atrazine degradation within a constructed wetland. The dual-isotope (C, N)
fractionation pattern was consistent with those reported in the cultivation of atrazine-
degrading pure strains, confirming the validity of multiple element isotope analysis in
identifying the transformation pathway and activation mechanism of atrazine within the
wetland system. However, the variation in single element isotope fractionation underscores
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the necessity for careful selection and application of isotope enrichment factors when
quantitatively assessing atrazine degradation in ecosystems. This research bridges the gap
between microcosm study and the field application of the compound-specific stable isotope
analysis of atrazine, and enhances our understanding of stable isotope fractionation in the
biodegradation processes of atrazine within the ecosystem. Future studies could explore
the additional factors influencing single element isotope fractionation in ecosystems and
further refine the quantification strategy based on stable isotope fractionation analysis.
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